**New project:**

**AI in Learning**

AI in Learning is a Co-Innovation project (2020-2021) funded by Business Finland. Read more [here](#).

---

**Online-event**

**How to support students’ stress management skills?** by [Spotlighters](#)

**2 April 2020 at 15:30-17:00**

Zoom: https://helsinki.zoom.us/j/260629296

Welcome to hear and discuss about stress and stress management and their relationship to learning and studying. The event is organised by Spotlighters project funded by Erasmus+. Read more from our [website](#).

---

**To teachers:**

**Online course (MOOC) about the neuroscience of learning**

An Illuminated MOOC (Erasmus+) - an online course free of charge - about the neuroscience of learning is now available to everyone! Whether you are a teacher, a student or just interested about learning, this course provides you with the latest knowledge about diverse topics related to learning; e.g., how the brain is functioning, how to arrange your teaching or learning in an optimal way or what are the good habits in life that promote learning and well-being of the brain.

Enroll in the course and find the most interesting topics or study through the whole course!

---

**Past events**

**Visiting lectures about Media and Art Education:**

- How does the use of digital media influence children’s reading and writing acquisition in primary school? by Dr. Sabine Gerth.
- Neuroeducation and Music Learning by Prof. Mireille Besson.

Read more from our [website](#).

---

For more information, please visit our website at [www.cicero.fi](http://www.cicero.fi) and follow [Cicero Learning on Facebook](#) to stay updated on news, current events, and more!